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MSI TPM 2.0 MODULE (SPI)

Brand : MSI Product code: TPM 2.0 MODULE(SPI)

Product name : TPM 2.0 MODULE (SPI)

INFINEON 9670 TPM 2.0 (FW 7.85), SPI, 25 x 20 mm, 12-1 Pin

MSI TPM 2.0 MODULE (SPI):

Supports Intel 400 series / AMD 500 series motherboards
MSI TPM 2.0 MODULE (SPI). Host interface: SPI, Compatibility: MSI Intel 400 Series and 500 Series
Motherboards MSI AMD B550 and A520 Series Motherboards Windows...

Features

Host interface * SPI

Features

Compatibility
MSI Intel 400 Series and 500 Series
Motherboards MSI AMD B550 and
A520 Series Motherboards Windows
10 TPM 2.0
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